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[57] ABSTRACT

A display control system can implement a gray-scale

display of an image composed of a plurality of display

dots on a display screen. A plurality of luminance data

each representing an intensity level of a corresponding

one of the plurality of display dots are first generated.

Each luminance data is then converted into a pulse

signal whose pulse number corresponds to an intensity

level of the corresponding display dot represented by
the luminance data. And, each display dot on the dis-

play screen is activated in accordance with a corre-

sponding one of the thus produced pulse signals. To
eliminate flicker of the display dots, the display dots on
the display screen are grouped into a plurality of display

sections each composed of a predetermined number of

adjacent display dots, and if the display dots in one
display section are equal in intensity level, these display

dots are activated by the pulse signals which are equal

in pulse-number but different in phase.

5 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets
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out to display dots on the display panel 5. The aforesaid

DISPLAY CONTROL SYSTEM frame signal FRM is outputted at the beginning of each

frame scanning. The frame frequency of this display

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION unit 10 is set to 70 Hz.

1. Field of the Invention
5 To display m imaSe in g™y-scale wi*h *he a*>ove-

This invention relates to a display control system for described liquid crystal display unit 10, one of the fol-

use in a display unit such as a liquid crystal display unit lowing methods have conventionally been taken. Ac-

and a CRT display unit, and in particular to such a cording to one of the methods, the voltages applied to

display control system which can implement a gray- the display panel 5 to display the respective dots are

scale display.
10 individually controlled as disclosed in Japanese Patent

2. Prior Art Application Laid-Open No. 59-149393. With this prior

FIG. 1 shows one conventional liquid crystal display art liquid crystal display apparatus, the effective voltage

unit 10. The display unit 10 comprises a CPU (Central applied to each dot of the liquid crystal display module

Processing Unit) 1, a display controller 2, a video mem- is changed as shown at E, F and G in FIG. 6 of the

ory 3 and a liquid crystal display module 4. The liquid 15 published document. In FIG. 6, the efFective voltage

crystal display module 4 includes, as shown in FIG. 2, a VOT shown at F for displaying a dot at the highest inten-

liquid crystal display panel 5 and a panel driver circuit sity level is represented by:

6 provided for driving the display panel 5. The liquid

crystal display panel 5 has, for example, 640 horizontal KmMwv^+EvV- D/Wo/a)2

electrodes (column electrodes) and 200 vertical elec- 20

trades (row electrodes) for displaying an image com- Wherein a is equal to (N^+l). Also, the effective

posed of a 640x200 dot matrix. The liquid crystal dis- voltage V^shown at F for displaying a dot at the low-

play panel 5 is divided into two display blocks A and B est intensity is represented by:

of an identical construction which are independently

driven, the liquid crystal display panel 5 being commer- 25 >V=(i/W)(i -i/a?v&+w-wmV^Y
cially available. The column electrodes of the display

block A are driven by a circuit comprising a 640-bit ^4 the effective voltage VA shown at E for displaying

shift register 7a, a 640-bit latch circuit 8a and an elec- a dot of a half tone » represented by:

trade driving circuit 9a, while the column electrodes of . „
xpv/ , (W »„„

the display block B are driven by another circuit com- 30 v^fiN«mi-2*m+W-iyW
prising a 640-bit shift register lb, a 640-bit latch circuit

Sb and an electrode driving circuit 9b. The row elec-
According t0 another conventional method, the pulse

trades of the display blocks A and B are driven by a
widths of

6
the volta ,jed the di$ , fg

cjrcmt compnsing a 100-bit shift register 11 and an
display the respective dots are individually controlled.

e1"^' dnvmS
t

circuit 12 35 £ £her of toe above two cases, a circuit for per-

h^6^£!T^J£^L^ nitS forminS such 8 control must have been additionally
image data into the video memory 3 and then outputs a , „ , , . , /

display command to the display controller 2. In re- Pro
.

vld
£
d Wlthm

I

h
?
uld cry?^ display module 4,

sponse to this display command, the display controller 2
wh'ch haS

f
y

.

mcreased the.°°s* there°f SmCe

reads the image data from the video memory 3 and 40
such a contro1 c,rcmt 18^ complicated,

forms, in accordance with the read image data, display SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
data LDa and LDb in the form of serial data. The dis- , . . . . ,

play controller 2 then outputs the display data LDa and
lt » therefore an object of the present mvention to

LDb to the liquid crystal display module 4 together Pf
0Vlde

.

a cot*to
}
svstem for a dot mat"x dls

:

with a shift clock signal SCK. As a result, the display 45 frvmat which can display an image m gray-scale and

data LDa and LDb are sequentially stored respectively
can

A
be manufactured at lower costs,

into the shift registers la and lb. When the display data
,

Another of ^e invention is to provide a dis-

LDa and LDb are fully loaded onto the shift register la PIaV control svstem whlch can dlsPlaym ima«e in Srav"

and lb, respectively, the display controller 2 outputs a ^ ™& conventional non-gray-scale type liquid

latch clock signal LC and a frame signal FRM. When 50 crvstal display module.

the signals LC and FRM are outputted, the data con- ,
A further

.

of^ mvention is to provide a dis-.

tained in the shift registers la and lb are loaded onto the Plav control system for a liquid crystal display module

latch circuits 8a and 86 and at the same time a "P signal
which can display an image m gray-scale and is simple

is stored into the first-bit stage of the shift register 11,
in construction.

whereby a display of dots is made on each of the 1st 55 A further object of the invention is to provide a dis-

(uppermost) and 101st rows of the display panel 5. The Plav contro1 system which can implement a gray-scale

display controller 2 then outputs the data LDa and LDb dUPlav ofm with less flickcr-

for displaying dots on the 2nd and 102nd rows of the According to an aspect of the present mvention, there

display panel 5 together with the shift clock signal is provided a display control system for displaying an

SCK, and outputs the latch clock signal LC when the 60 image composed of a plurality of display dots provided

data LDa and LDb (640 bits) are fully loaded onto the on a display screen comprising luminance data generat-

shift registers la and lb. As a result, the data contained inS means for generating a plurality of luminance data

in the shift registers la and lb are stored into the latch
each representing an intensity level of a respective one

circuits 8a and 86 and at the same time a "1" signal is
of^ Plurality of display dots provided on the display

stored into the second bit-stage of the shift register 11, 65 screen
S
conversion means for converting each lumi-

whereby a display of dots is made on each of the 2nd nance data fed from the luminance data generating

and 102nd rows of the display panel S. And thereafter,
means int0 a Pulse signal whose pulse number corre-

an operation similar to the above is repeatedly carried sPonds to the intensity level represented by the each
luminance data; and activation means for activating

12/11/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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each of the plurality of display dots on the display either of a liquid crystal display module and a CRT
screen in accordance with a respective one of the pulse display unit, and in the case where a CRT display unit

signals fed from the conversion means. ^ connected theret0 in piaCe of the liquid crystal display

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
5

module 4, a color image can be displayed on the CRT

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional liquid screen in accordance with the color codes in the video

crystal display unit; memory 18. On the other hand, in the case where the

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the liquid crystal display liquid crystal display module 4 is connected to the dis-

module 4 of the liquid crystal display unit of FIG. 1; play control system 15, an image composed of a dot

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a display control system 10 matrix can be displayed in gray-scale wherein the inten-

provided in accordance with a first embodiment of the
sity or density 0f each dot Qf tne display image corre-

mvention; spends to a color represented by a respective one of the
FIG. 4 is an illustration showing dots on the display , . _ . . \ Al_ c *v

panel 5 of the liquid crystal display module 4 shown in
color codes

"
For simplicity, only those of the circuits

pjQ 3, j 5 necessary for driving the liquid crystal display module 4

FIG. 5 is a timing chart showing display timings of a are shown in FIG. 3.

dot at different intensity levels; The display controller 15 comprises a display control

FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram of the display data gener- circuit 20 which sequentially reads the color codes from
ating circuit 27 of the display control system of FIG. 3; the video memory is and converts each of the read
FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram of a modified form of the 20

color codes mt0 thfee coJor data^ (red)> GD ( >

'tlSXSSt^Tj^Lt system - »> «* of three bits. Assuming

provided in accordance with the second embodiment of that dots on the dlsPlay P^1 5 are assigned the

the invention- numbers shown in FIG. 4, the display control circuit 20

FIG. 9 is an illustration showing dots of the display 25 first reads the color codes corresponding to the dots

panel 5 of the liquid crystal display module 4 shown in No. 0 to No. 7 on the display block A and sequentially

FIG. 8; converts each of them into the color data RD, GD and
FIG. 10 is a timing chart showing display timings of BD . fhe display control circuit 20 subsequently reads

tb
i£?V! "! *2G '

9j
r t. i ^ r the color codes corresponding to the dots No. 0 to No.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of the display data form- 30 _ - ,. . . ,
" „ ,°

. „ _ ,

ing section 23a of the display control system of FIG. 8;
7 °" blo<* ™d sequentially converts each

FIG. 12 is a circuit diagram of the display data gener- of them mto *he color data^ GD «"* BD»^ the

ating circuit 27/? of the display data forming section 23a control circuit 20 then reads the color codes corre-

of FIG. 11; sponding to the dots No. 8 to No. 15 on the display

FIG. 13 is a circuit diagram of the display data gener- 35 block A and converts each of them into the color data

ating circuit 27$ of the display data forming section 23c rx>( qD and BD. And thereafter, the display control
of™ J?*A1 i . circuit 20 repeatedly carry out an operation similar to
FIG 14 is a timing chart for e^lainmg the operation ^ aboye For^ understandmg, ^ relationship

of the display control system of FIG. 8 dunng the tune
, t , , _.«_!_ , Ja «t-T

when the dots on the first row of the display panel are 40
tetween color codes^ the three color data RD '

displayed; GD and BD *s snown m Table 1.

FIG. 15 is a timing chart for explaining the operation TABLE 1

of the display control system of FIG. 8 during the time

when the dots on the second row of the display panel

are displayed; and 45

FIG. 16 is a circuit diagram of a modified form of the

circuit portion H ofthe display data forming section 23a

of FIG. 11.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

50

A first embodiment of the present invention will now
be described with reference to FIGS. 3 to 7.

In FIG. 3, there is shown a liquid crystal display unit

to which a display control system provided in accor- 55

dance with the present invention is applied. A display

controller 15 is connected to a liquid crytal display

module 4, a CPU 16 and a video memory 18 which
comprises a RAM, the liquid crystal display module 4
being of the same construction as that shown in FIG. 2. 60

The CPU 16 is connected to a memory 17 which com-
prises a ROM for storing programs to be executed by
the CPU 16 and a RAM for storing data. The video

erav-scale calculation circuit 21 oroduces a «V-
memory 18 is supplied from the CPU 16 with color ,

**** scaie calc
^
latlo°

^

cwtj" P^ces a gray-

codes each ofwhich is composed of four bits and corre- 65
scale or an lntens,tV data YD bv effecting the following

sponds to a respective one of the dots of the display arithmetic operation on the color data RD, GD and BD
panel 5 in the liquid crystal display module 4. The dis- sequentially supplied from the display control circuit

play controller 15 is so constructed that it can drive 20:

color

code color

RD GD BD
R2 Ri Ro Gi Gi Go B2 Bi Bo

0000 Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0001 Blue 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0010 Green 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0011 Cyan 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0100 Red 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0101 Magenta . 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 0

0110 Brown . 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

0111 White 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

1000 Gray 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 I

1001 Light Blue 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

1010 Light Green 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1011 Light Cyan 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

1100 Light Red 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1101 Light Magenta 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

1110 Yellow 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1111 White 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

(High Intensity)

12/11/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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the corresponding dot. It will be appreciated from FIG.

5 that when the gray-scale data for a dot to be displayed
Rl *°

is *T\ the dot is displayed in the first through eighth
R 2 frame cycles within each display period. And when the

Bi B
x

5 gray-scale data YD is "4", the dot is displayed in the

+) <h 0\ Co <J2
second, fourth, fifth, seventh and eighth frame cycles

Y4 y3 yi Y\ Yq within each display period.

The construction of the display data forming section

Wherein Ro, Ri and R2 are the first, second and third in
23 wiI1 now be described. As shown in FIG. 6, the

bits of the color data RD, respectively, and this is true
10 dlsPlaV data formmS sectlon 23 comprises a counter 26

with Go to Gi and B0 to B2. Only the second to fourth md a display data generating circuit 27, and produces

bits Yi to Y3 of the calculation result are outputted as ^ data DD based on the display timings shown in

the gray-scale data YD. The reason why the upper FIG. 5. The counter 26 is of a three-bit type and counts

three bits Y2 to Y4 are not used as the gray-scale data up the frame signal FRM. The frame signal FRM is

YD is that an eight-level gray-scale representation can
15 outputted once at the beginning of each frame scanning,

not be achieved with those three bits since the maxi- as described before, and therefore one count-cycle of

mum value represented by those bits is not eight but six. this counter 26 is equal in time length to the display

An eight-level gray-scale can be represented by the first period DP shown in FIG. 5, and the output of the

to third bits Yi to Y3 when the relation ship between the counter 26 indicates the number of a current frame

color codes and the color data RD, GD and BD shown cycle. The display data generating circuit 27 comprises

in Table 1 is suitably modified. The aforesaid arithmetic a decoder 28 for decoding the output of the counter 26,

operation bases on the following well-known equation a decoder 29 for decoding the gray-scale data YD, and
for converting an analog RGB signal into a luminance OR gates 30 to 37. Each of the OR gates 30 to 37 effects

signal: ^ a logical OR operation on signals applied to nodes (cir-

cles) of the input line thereof. For example, the OR gate
r-O.3K+0.59G+O.U* 33 effccts ft logicaJ QR operation on signals fed..... t iU from the output terminals 02,03, Os,06 and O7 of theA timing signal generatmg circuit 22 generates the

decoder 29 ^ ^ QR 35 effects , ka, QR
shift clock signal SCK, latch clock signal LC and frame A '

,u i„ »* j r *u * * *

signal FRM, which have been described before with 30 °Per
f°"

°" th* S1S^
f"

reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. The timing signal generat- 2™^°* °6and
,^£the deC°der 29

'™fteS

ing circuit 22 also generates various signals necessary to
3

.

9 effect logical AND operations respectively on

read the color codes from the video memory 18.
signak from the OR gate 30 and the output terminal O7

A display data forming section 23, which constitutes
of the decoder 28^ signals from the OR gate 31 and the

the main portion of the present invention, produces 35 output terminal 06 of the decoder 28, . . . and signals

serial display data DD in accordance with the gray-
from tne OR £ate 37 30(1 tne outPut terminal Ooof the

scale data YD. The display data forming section 23 decoder 28. And, an OR gate 48 effects a logical OR
supplies the produced display data DD to the liquid operation on signals outputted from the AND gates 39

crystal module 4 via a distribution circuit 24, whereby t0 46 10 form the display dataDD at its output terminal,

dots are displayed on the liquid crystal panel 5 at inten- 40 with the above construction, when the counter 26

sity (or density) levels determined respectively by the outPuts data representative of "0", the AND gate 46 is

gray-scale data YD, as will be more fully described enabled to open, so that the output signal of the OR gate

later. 37 is outputted through the AND gate 46 and the OR
The basic principle of the gray-scale display in this 8ate 48 as the display data DD. In this case, the output

embodiment will now be described. In this embodiment, 45 signal of the OR gate 37 becomes "1" only when the

display of an image is performed on a frame basis, and si8nal at the output terminal 070f the decoder 29 is *T\

eight consecutive frames constitute one display period. that is to say, only when the gray-scale data YD is "7".

When the gray-scale dataYD for a given dot (dot X) on More specifically, when the counter 26 output data

the panel 5 is "7" (black), the dot X is displayed in each representative of "0", the display data DD becomes "I"

of the eight frame cycles within a display period, that is 50 only when the gray-scale data YD is "7", and becomes

to say, eight times within one display period. When the "0" when the gray-scale data YD is any one of "0" to

gray-scale data YD of the dot X is "0" (white), the dot "6" (see FIG. 5). Similarly, in the case of the output of

X is not displayed in any one of the eight frame cycles the counter 26 being "1", the display data DD becomes

within a display period. On the other hand, when the "1" when the gray-scale data YD is any one of "3" to

gray-scale data YD of the dot X is any one of "1" to 55
"7"» hi the case of the output of the counter 26 being

"6", the dot X is displayed the number of times deter- "2"> the display data DD becomes "1" when the gray-

mined by the gray-scale data YD. For example, when scale data YD is "2", u
5", "6" or *7", and so on. Thus,

the gray-scale data YD is "6", the dot X is displayed the display data forming section 23 produces the display

seven times within one display period, and when the data DD which is rendered "1" in accordance with the

gray-scale data YD is "5", the dot is displayed six times. 60 gray-scale data YD and the timing shown in FIG. 5.

Thus, in this embodiment, the gray-scale display is The thus produced display data DD is fed to the liquid

achieved based on the number of times of display of crystal panel 5 to drive it, whereby the dots on the

each dot. The wording "display a dot" actually means display panel 5 are displayed at the respective intensity

that the dot on the panel 5 is activated by a voltage, that levels determined by the waveform shown in FIG. 5.

is to say, data representative of "1" for activating the 65 FIG. 7 shows a modified form of the display data

dot is loaded onto the shift register la or lb shown in generating circuit 27 shown in FIG. 6. In FIG. 7, Vo to

FIG. 2. FIG. 5 shows one example of the relation be- V2 are output signals of the first to third (MSB) bit-

tween each gray-scale data YD and a display timing of stages of the counter 26, and YDo to YD2 are the first to

12/11/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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third (MSB) bits of the gray-scale data YD. Shown at 50

to 52 are inverters, 53 to 62 AND gates, and 63 an OR
gate. This modified display data generating circuit 27a

can implement the same function as the display generat-

ing circuit 27 shown in FIG. 6 with a simplified con- 5

struction.

Referring again to FIG. 3, a distribution circuit 24

latches the serial display data DD on a sixteen bit basis,

and serially outputs the half (eight bits) of the latched

data to be displayed on the display block A as data LDa 10

and the other half (eight bits) of the latched data to be

displayed on the display block B as data LDb in syn-

chronization with the shift clock pulse SCK. The data

LDa and LDb thus serially outputted are shifted respec-

tively into the shift registers 7a and lb and displayed on IS

the display panel 5.

In the embodiment described above, the color codes

are stored in the video memory 18, however the gray-

scale data YD may alternatively be stored in advance in

the video memory 18. Also, although the above- 20

described display control system 15 is so arranged as to

be used with a liquid crystal display module, it will be

apparent that this invention can also be applied to a

CRT display unit.

As described above, with the above display control 25

system, a gray-scale display can be implemented with-

out the need for an expensive liquid crystal display

module which includes therein a circuit for implement-

ing a gray-scale display. In addition, the main portion of

the display control system according to the present 30

invention is simple in construction, as shown in FIG. 7.

A second embodiment of the present invention will

now be described.

This second embodiment is so designed as to elimi-

nate the flicker of half-tone dots which may occur in the 35

aforesaid first embodiment. Such flicker is particularly

conspicuous when an image of a relatively large area is

displayed with dots of the same intensity level.

FIG. 8 shows the structure of the second embodiment
applied to a liquid crystal display unit. A display con- 40

troller 15a shown in FIG. 8 is similar to the display

controller 15 shown in FIG. 3 but comprises an im-

proved display data forming section 23a
In this second embodiment, the flicker of dots is elim-

inated in the following manner, 45

The dots of each of the display blocks A and B are

divided into two groups as shown in FIG. 9, wherein
the dots assigned p and arranged in the staggered man-
ner constitute one group and the dots assigned q and
arranged in the staggered manner constitute the other 50

group. And, the dots p are activated in accordance with
the waveforms shown in FIG. 5, while the dots q are

activated in accordance with waveforms shown in FIG.
10. It will be appreciated from FIGS. 5 and 10 that dots

p and q represented by gray-scale data YD of the same 55

value are displayed the same number of times but at

different timings. More specifically, the waveforms
shown in FIG. 10 are 180* out of phase with respect to

those shown in FIG. 5. As a result, when two adjacent

dots p and q are activated by gray-scale data YD of the 60

same value, those dots are rendered "ON" or "OFF" in

different frame cycles, whereby the flicker is elimi-

nated. With the first embodiment however, two adja-

cent dots activated by gray-scale data of the same value
are rendered "ON" or "OFF" in the same frame cycle, 65

so that the flicker is conspicuous.

The construction of the display data forming section

23a will now be described.

.083
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FIG. 11 shows the construction of the display data

generating section 23a. The display data generating

section 23a comprises a three-bit counter 26a for up-

counting the frame signal FRM which is output at the

beginning of each frame scanning. The counter 26a

outputs data VD representative of the number of the

current frame cycle and supplies the data to display data

generating circuits llp ond 21q. The display data gener-

ating circuit 27p produces display data DDp for dis-

playing the dots p in accordance with the gray-scale

data YD supplied thereto and the display timing shown
in FIG. 5. The display data generating circuit 21q pro-

duces serial display data DDq for displaying the dots q
in accordance with the gray-scale data YD and the

display timing shown in FIG. 10. The display data gen-

erating circuit 21p comprises, as shown in FIG. 12, a

decoder 28/? for decoding the output data VD of the

counter 26a, a decoder 29p for decoding the gray-scale

data YD, OR gates 30/? to Zip. AND gates Z9p to 46p

and an OR gate 48/?. This display data generating circuit

I7p is identical in construction to the display data gener-

ating circuit 27 shown in FIG. 6, and outputs from the

AND gate 4Sp the display data DDp.
With this display data generating circuit 27/v the

display data DDp is rendered "1" in accordance with

the gray-scale data YD and the display timing shown in

FIG. 5.

FIG. 13 shows the construction of the display data

generating circuit 27? which differs from the display

data generating circuit T7p of FIG. 12 in the way of

application of the output signals of the decoder 29a to

theOR gates 30a to 37$. For example, input terminals of

the OR gate 30a are connected to the decoder 29a so

that the OR gate 30a effects a logical OR: operation on
the signals outputted from the output terminals O4 to

O7 of the decoder 29a, and input terminals of the OR
gate 31$ are connected to the decoder 29a so that the

OR gate 31$ effects a logical OR operation on the sig-

nals outputted from the output terminals O2, O3, Oe and
O7 of the decoder 29$.

This display data generating circuit 21q produces

serial display data DDq which is rendered "1" in accor-

dance with the gray-scale data YD and the display

timing shown in FIG. 10.

Referring again to FIG. 11, the display data DDp and
DDq outputted from the display data generating cir-

cuits 21p and 27$ are supplied respectively to input

terminals Io and Ii of a selector 70. The selector 70
outputs the display data DDp when a "0" signal is ap-

plied to a selection terminal S\ thereof, and outputs the

display data DDq when a "1" signal is applied to the

selection terminal Si. The data outputted from the se-

lector 70 is supplied to the distribution circuit 24 shown
in FIG. 8 as display data DD. The display data forming

section 23a further comprises and exclusive OR gate 71

and flip-flops 72 ad 73 which will be more fully de-

scribed later.

The operation of the display data forming section 23a
will now be described with reference to timing charts

shown in FIGS. 14 and 15. Shown at
.
(a) in FIG. 14 is a

clock signal SCKa generated by the timing signal gener-

ating circuit 22a, and each gray-scale data YD shown at

(b) is supplied to the display data generating circuits 21p
and 27$ in synchronization with this clock signal SCKa.
As a result, the display data DDp and DDq, which
correspond to the gray-scale data YD, are outputted

respectively from the display data generating circuit

21p and 27$ in synchronization with the clock signal
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SCKa. The gray-scale data YD shown at (b) in FIG. 14 What is claimed is:

includes data YDoa for displaying the dot No. 0 of the 1. A display control system for displaying an image

display block A, data YDi a for displaying the dot No. 1 composed of a plurality of display dots provided on a

of the display block A, . . . and also includes data YDo6 display screen, the plurality of display dots on the dis-

for displaying the dot No. 0 of the display block B, data 5 play screen being grouped into a plurality of display

YDia for displaying the dot No. 1 of the display block sections, each of which has an equal number of display

B, ... On the other hand, the flip-flop 72 is set by the dots and each of said display sections including at least

clock signal SCKa and reset by the latch clock signal two adjacent display dots, comprising:

LC. And therefore, the flip-flop 72 outputs the signal (a) luminance data generating means for generating a

shown at (c) in FIG. 14, which signal is rendered "1" or 10 plurality of luminance data, each representing an

"0" in synchronization with the clock signal SCKa. The intensity level ofa respective one of the plurality of

flip-flop 73 is set by the latch clock signal LC and reset display dots on the display screen;

by the frame signal FRM. During the time when the (b) conversion means, coupled to said luminance data

flip-flop 73 outputs a "0" signal from an output terminal generating means for converting each said lumi-

Q thereof, the exclusive OR gate 71 operates as a mere 15 nance data from said luminance data generating

buffer amplifier, so that a signal outputted from an out- means into a pulse signal whose pulse number cor-

put terminal Q of the flip-flop 72 passes through the responds to an intensity level represented by said

exclusive OR gate 71 and is supplied to the selection each luminance data such that those of said pulse

terminal of the selector 70 as a change-over signal G. As signals for activating display dots in a same display

a result, the selector 70 outputs the display data DDp 20 section are indentical in pulse number but substan-

and DDq alternatively as the display data DD, as tially different in phase from one another when

shown at (d) in FIG. 14. When the display data DD for luminance data representative of intensity levels of

all of the dots (1280 dots) on the 1st and 101st rows of said display dots in the same display section are

the display panel 5 have been outputted from the selec- identical to one another; and

tor 70, the latch clock signal LC is fed from the timing 25 (c) activation means for activating each of the plural-

signal generating circuit 22a (FIG. 8). As a result, the ity of display dots on the display screen in accor-

flip-flop 72 is reset, while the the flip-flop 73 is brought dance with a respective one of the pulse signals fed

into a set state to output a "1" signal from the output from said conversion means,

terminal Q thereof. Consequently, the exclusive OR 2. A display control system according to claim 1,

gate 71 operates as an inverter, so that the output signal 30 wherein those of said pulse signals for activating those

of the flip-flop 72 is inverted by the exclusive OR gate of the display dots which are included respectively in

71 and thence supplied to the selector 70. Thus, during different display sections but disposed at corresponding

the time when the gray-scale data YD for the dots on positions in said different display sections are identical

the 2nd and 102nd rows of the display panel 5 are se- in number and phase to one another if luminance data

quentially fed to this display data forming section 23a, 35 representative of intensity levels of said those of the

the output signal of the flip-flop 72 varies as shown at display dots are the same.

(b) in FIG. 15. As a result, the change-over signal G 3. A display control according to claim 1, wherein

varies as shown at (c) in FIG. 15, so that the selector 70 said conversion means comprises conversion circuits

alternately outputs the display data DDq and DDp as equal in number to the display dots of each display

the display data DD as shown at (d) in FIG. 15. Thus, 40 section, each of said conversion circuits corresponding

when the dots on the 1st and 101st rows of the display to a respective one of the display dots of each of said

panel 5 are displayed, the display data DDp and DDq display sections, and converting those of said luminance

are sequentially outputted as the display data DD in the data representing intensity levels of the respective ones

order ofDDp, DDq, DDp, DDq, ... and when the dots of the display dots of said display sections into the pulse

on the 2nd and 102nd rows are displayed, the display 45 signals.

data DDp and DDq are sequentially outputted as the 4. A display control system according to claim 1,

display data DD in the order of DDq, DDp, DDq, wherein said luminance data generating means com-

DDp, . . . And, an operation similar to the above is prises memory means for storing color data each repre-

repeatedly carried out The display data DD thus pro- sentative of a color of a respective one of the display

duced are sequentially supplied through the distribution 50 dots on the display screen, and data conversion means

circuit 24 to the liquid crystal display panel 5, whereby for converting said color data into said luminance data,

the gray-scale display ofeach dot is performed in accor- 5. A display control system according to claim 1,

dance with a corresponding one of the display patterns wherein the image composed of the plurality of display

of FIGS. 5 and 10 which are assigned respectively to dots is displayed on the display screen in a scanning

the staggered dots p and q. 55 manner, and wherein said conversion means converting

FIG. 16 shows a modified form of the circuit portion each luminance data into the corresponding pulse signal

H of the display data forming section 23a encircled by using a predetermined number of frame cycles of the

a broken line in FIG. 11. This circuit comprises AND scanning of the display screen, said conversion means
gates 80 to 89, an OR gate 91 for logically adding out- determining in each frame cycle in accordance with

puts of the AND gates 80 to 89 together, inverters 92 to 60 said each luminance data whether a pulse is to be out-

95, exclusive OR gates 96 to 98, and AND gates 99 and putted as said pulse signal, said activation means sequen-

100. tially activating the display dots on the display screen in

This circuit can implement the same function as the accordance with said pulse signals fed from said conver-

circuit portion H ofthe display data forming section 23a sion means,

of FIG. 11 with a simpler construction. 65 * * * * *
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